"Attention You Scientists and Researchers ... Or Those That Wanna Be!!"

The ISHRS, through the Scientific Committee, will award up to five (5) $1,000 grants for worthy research projects. These can be of basic science or clinical nature. Look for a mailing from Dr. James E. Vogel, Scientific Committee Chairman, outlining the details of grant awards. The deadline for grant proposals is August 15, 1994. Contact the main ISHRS office (1 (800) 444-2737) if you have not yet received the above information on this exciting opportunity.

**Hair Transplant Video Tapes**

**Witness the newest techniques in hair transplant surgery using micrografts, minigrafts, expanders, and flap surgery as demonstrated by the world's foremost practitioners.**

The International Hair Transplant Video Forum offers you three new sets of professionally produced tapes. These videos take the viewer directly into the surgical suite to witness the latest techniques in hair transplantation; from 1000+ grafts per session to Frechet's expander & modified flap!

- **VOLUME IV**
  1000 GRAFTS/SESSION
  Time: 34.15 min. Price $200
  by O'Tar T. Norwood, M.D., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
  Density is the key to graft size. Dr. Norwood explains why and describes how and when he uses 1000+ grafts/session.

- **VOLUME V**
  INCISIONAL SLIT GRAFTING
  NON-TUFTED;
  1200 GRAFTS/SESSION
  Time: 20.45 min. Price $300
  by J. Hugeneck, M.D., & R. Kokott, M.D.,
  The Moser Clinic, Vienna, Austria.
  This video illustrates the techniques described by Claudia Prawetz that created such a sensation in Rio, and started the rush to 1000 grafts/session.

- **VOLUME VI**
  The FRECHET SCALP EXTENDER & (MODIFIED) FRECHET FLAP
  Time: 43 min. Price $500
  by Dr. Patrick Frechet, Paris, France.
  Now you can see, up close and in detail, the latest innovation in scalp reduction surgery, the Frechet Scalp Extender. This revolutionary new device may reverse the downward trend in scalp reductions. Also included Dr. Frechet illustrates the (Modified) Frechet Flap.

For additional information or to order, call, write or fax:
Hair Transplant Video Forum, 1211 N. Shartel, Suite 403, Oklahoma City, OK 73103, U.S.A. Tel. (405) 235-1418 / (800) 323-2361
Fax. (405) 235-7222

Available in VHS cassettes, either NTSC (standard for USA, Canada, Mexico and most of South America), or PAL (standard in the United Kingdom, Australia and West Germany). Please check your standard before ordering. Prepaid orders only. Domestic Shipping and Handling additional. Visa/Mastercard/AmericanExpress available.
International Society of Hair Restoration Surgery

2nd annual meeting
the delta chelsea inn
September 9-11, 1994

• Over 50 international faculty members
• Seven innovative & new focus workshops
• General Session
• Interactive video presentations
• More than 30 abstract presentations
• Medical/surgical assistants auxiliary meeting

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS: Standardization of Graft Terminology • Standardization of Photography • Update of the Frechet Expander • Controversy in Hair Restoration

The ISHRS is totally committed to the educational advancement of hair restoration surgery and is the only truly international organization totally dedicated to this cause. The Society is comprised of over 400 doctors, residents and medical/surgical assistants. Members receive the Hair Transplant Forum International, the Journal of Dermatologic Surgery and Oncology, discounted registration fees and a certificate of membership.

FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION OR TO APPLY FOR MEMBERSHIP, CONTACT:
International Society of Hair Restoration Surgery
930 North Meacham Road • Schaumburg, IL 60173-6016 USA
Phone 708/330-9830 or 1-800-444-2737 • FAX 708/330-0050

WANTED: Hair Transplant Technician for growing hair transplant practice in Newport Beach & Beverly Hills. Must be experienced. Please respond to:
Editor, Hair Transplant Forum
Ref. #007

HELP WANTED

NEXT ISSUE
□ More on 2000 grafts/session
□ Ethics in Advertising
□ Richard Shiell Responds
□ The Big One! The Second Annual Meeting of the ISHRS in Toronto, Canada
Naturalase™ announces a one day workshop on the latest techniques in hair transplantation surgery and skin resurfacing procedures. This unique symposium features an internationally known faculty and live surgery via interactive video to the O.R. The purpose of the workshop is to demonstrate the use of Naturalase surgical laser technology in these exacting procedures. The significantly increased precision and predictability made possible by means of Naturalase systems imparts to the surgeon a remarkable degree of control unattainable by conventional hair transplantation techniques.

What makes this technology so exciting is that it provides the tools to bring these procedures into the era of exact scientific control. The newest generation of thermally optimized surgical lasers, by means of short duration, high energy pulses, has provided the key to precisely designated tissue removal. In the production of graft sites, results can now be specified and reproduced with increased accuracy from patient to patient.

In creating surgical techniques to utilize the best of modern laser technology, Naturalase surgery is more than an improvement of old procedures. It is a step into the surgery of the future.

Space is extremely limited. Please register early.

Name ______________________________
Specialty ___________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip __________
Phone ______________________________

□ AMX □ VISA □ MC □ Discover □ Check
No. __________________ Exp. Date __________
Signature ____________________________

□ Toronto Live Workshop
Fee: $1500.00
Please make check payable to:
Naturalase Corporation.

NATURALASE
3280 East Hemisphere Loop • Suite 100
Tucson, Arizona 85706
1-800-777-3434 • FAX 1-602-746-1757
The International Society of Hair Restoration Surgery

JOIN NOW!

The cost of membership is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership Type</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident Dues</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member INITIAL Dues</td>
<td>$225.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member Annual Dues</td>
<td>$175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Assistant</td>
<td>$100.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Membership runs from January to January, so joining now will pay you up through January 1995.

If you attended the Dallas meeting, you only have to pay the Annual Dues of $175.00.

If you only want to subscribe to the forum and do not want to be a member of the ISHRS, a one year subscription is now $100.00.

Here are some of the benefits your ISHRS membership brings you.

- A free personal subscription to the Hair Transplant Forum International (a $100.00 value).
- A free personal subscription to The Journal of Dermatologic Surgery and Oncology (a $70.00 value).

The JDS&O is the only peer-reviewed journal dedicated to providing authoritative and comprehensive monthly coverage of hair transplant surgery. The July issue contains four excellent articles on hair transplant surgery. One on a visit to Dr. Manny Marritt's office and another on the complete description of the Frechet Scalp Extender by Dr. Patrick Frechet.

- Reduced rates at the Annual meeting (held this year in Toronto, Canada on September 8-11, 1994. See p. 23).
- Access to training programs for beginning surgeons, who are society members, who wish to learn firsthand by observing established hair transplant surgeons in their offices.
- Certificate of membership.
- Membership Directory.

*Surgical assistants will get all the benefits except the subscription to the JDS&O.

For additional information on the forum, or to become a member of this new society please write, fax or call:

The International Society of Hair Restoration Surgery
1211 North Shartel Avenue, Suite 403
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
Tel. (405) 235-1418 / (800) 323-2361
Fax. (405) 235-7222

FAX, mail, or call this order form to this address ↑

International Society of Hair Restoration Surgery, &
the Hair Transplant Forum International!

☐ I want to be a part of the ISHRS in 1994 for just $225. This includes my free subscriptions to the forum and the JDS&O.
☐ I attended the ISHRS meeting in Dallas in 1993, and want to renew my membership for just $175. This includes my free subscriptions to the forum and the JDS&O.
☐ I am a surgical assistant and would like to join the ISHRS for just $100. This includes my free subscription to the forum.
☐ I only want to subscribe to the Hair Transplant Forum International for the new subscription price of $100.00. I understand that I will not be a member of the ISHRS!

NAME:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________________________________________

STREET BUILDING/SUITE COUNTRY TELEPHONE FAX

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

Enclosed is my ☐ check ☐ money order.
Please Bill my ☐ VISA ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express Exp: ___________________________

My card # is: ___________________________

☐ VISA ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express Exp: ___________________________

U.S. CURRENCY ONLY, PLEASE!
I had heard about the Sure Closure™ instruments and asked Dr. Stough to write me a letter about it. The instrument is an interoperative scalp extender. This is similar to the Star device. But, apparently, depending on who you talk to, this may be a little more effective.

Please find below the requested information. We recently have had an article accepted for publication in the JDS&O entitled New Devices for Scalp Reduction. In this article, we discuss the utilization of both intraoperative and prolonged scalp extension.

The prototypical device for prolonged scalp extension is Dr. Frechet’s biosilastic extender which we have found not only decreases the number of scalp reduction procedures per patient, but also increases the amount of scalp excised by 25 to 50% during the second and subsequent procedure.

We have recently adopted scalp extension to an intraoperative procedure utilizing the Sure Closure™ device by Life Medical Sciences released in this country in October, 1993. We have found this device allows for 20 to 30% more scalp excision with what appears at this time to have considerably less stretchback tendency. The use of the Sure Closure™ has become almost routine with us.

In our experience, disadvantages of the Frechet extender includes a greater risk of hematoma and infection. Consequently, we seriously advise all patients to be monitored the first two weeks after insertion. Patient selection is also most important. The disadvantage of the Sure Closure™ includes the increased time involved for the procedure (30 to 60 minutes). These devices may be used in combination and may be complimentary to each other.

For us, scalp extension appears to be the most effective and practical form of tissue expansion of the scalp, making the balloon expander very limited in use or virtually obsolete, in many conditions.